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The Isthmus
Belongs to
Us
 TO ITS INDIGENOUS
COMMUNITIES
 TO THE MEXICAN
PEOPLE

 NOT TO CORPORATIONS
 NOT TO GOVERNMENTS
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Introduction

Hello, my name is Miguel Ángel. I’m an environmental activist
who has been defending native and indigenous peoples’ rights and
nature’s rights of the for over 45 years.
I’m here to tell you about the fascinating history of the
territory that I’ve dedicated my life to: The Isthmus of Tehuantepec.
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LOCATION
First let’s take a look at a map of the area, so that we can orient
ourselves together.
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• The Isthmus of Tehuantepec is located in the west-most part of
the state of Oaxaca, to the south of the state of Veracruz. It is
bordered by the states of Tabasco and Chiapas.
• It is the narrowest part of the country and it connects the Pacific
(to the south) and Atlantic (to the north) oceans. The part of the
Atlantic ocean adjacent to the Isthmus is commonly called the
Gulf of México.
• La parte central del Istmo (Sierra Mixe, Chimalapas y parte de
Uxpanapa) está comprimida por el choque de placas
continentales; eso significa que el fondo de los dos mares está
todo el tiempo tratando de meterse debajo de las costas, el
Golfo por el norte y el Pacífico por el sur.
• The collision of the continental plates created the steep
mountains in the Oaxacan part of the Isthmus. The mountains
have been forming for millions of years and continue to rise
upwards slowly even today. This lends itself to a variety of
climates and landscapes with diverse flora and fauna at different
elevations.
• The Isthmus is a meeting point for millions of plants and animals
from the Northern (colder) and Southern (warmer) hemispheres.
It is also a meeting point for flora and fauna from the dry tropics
along the Pacific Ocean and the humid tropics along the Gulf of
Mexico.
• Nowhere else in America, and perhaps the world, displays this
unique array of conditions that make the Isthmus so special.
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Rain and Water
To the east, you have the majestic mountains of the Chimalapas
communal lands. To the West, you find the communal lands of the
Mixe. The remains of the Uxpanapa Jungle and the Santa Marta
Sierra are in Veracruz, along with the Ocote Jungle in Chiapas
which borders Chimalapas. All these mountains bring torrential
rains every year and feed streams and rivers with fresh water that
flows down to the Coatzalcoalcos River, which starts in the heart of
the Chimalapas jungle and flows into the Gulf of Mexico.
In the southern mountains of the communal lands of the
Chimalapas, located on Pacific side, give way to a series of
medium-sized rivers fed by the Ostuta River. These rivers provide
fresh water to the important Superior and Inferior lagoons (IkootsHuaves lagoons). These rivers and lagoons then flow into the Gulf
of Tehuantepec. The mix of fresh and salty water make it possible
for this sea to contain a large diversity of fish, reefs, coral, and
marine life.
Finally, the Black river is located west of the communal
Chimalapa territory, on the border of Chiapas. It is one of the
primary tributaries of the mighty Grijalva river, which flows all the
way to Villahermosa to join the impressive Usumacinta river and
finally discharges in the state of Tabasco.
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Given all the bodies of water described above, it is not surprising
that the majestic mountains, covered by the jungle forests of the
Chimalapas in the Mixe mountains, Uxpanapa and the Santa Marta
mountains capture and generate 40% of Mexico’s rainwater!
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THE AIR,
OXYGEN, AND CLIMATE

Another fundamental service provided by woods and jungles in the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec, particularly the Chimalapas, is
transforming Carbon Dioxide (CO2) into Oxygen, which is to say
they provide clean healthy air. This occurs through photosynthesis
which, with the help of the sun, happens through the leaves of all
trees and plants.
Moreover, the mountains provide shade and fresh air due to
its cool pine-oak forests, mist-covered peaks, shady jungles
teeming with vegetation, and its lowland jungles whose leaves
change with the seasons. These in addition to its refreshing
streams and rivers regulate the climate of a large section of
southeastern Mexico. Given the threats posed by global climate
change, it’s imperative to protect these lands and allow them to
continue providing the environmental equilibrium that all living
beings depend on.
8

THE BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY
There is a large variety of living beings that coexist in the Isthmus
of Tehuantepec because it is a meeting point for flora and fauna
from North and South America and the Pacific and Atlantic coasts.
In fact, the isthmus is the most biodiverse zone in all of Mexico.
There are 10 different natural ecosystems within the Isthmus
of Tehuantepec, which house more than 10% of the planet’s
biodiversity!
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THE CHIMALAPAS: AN
EMBLEMATIC EXAMPLE OF
BIODIVERSITY
The bioregion of the Chimalapas is located in the heart of the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec. It contains incredible interconnected
mountain ranges, whose variety of altitudes and climates house
many types of landscapes, which in turn house an enormous
amount of living beings.
There is an extensive variety of flora ranging from giant
ceibas, beautiful mahogany and cedars, and flowering
Roseodendron. The trees, shrubs, plants (many of which are
medicinal), cacti, mushrooms, ferns, and mosses rely on a variety
of soils, and together they provide habitats for many different kinds
of animals.
With regards to fauna, the isthmus houses large and small
mammals such as jaguars, pumas, coyotes, badgers, racoons, and
bats. There are also beautiful birds such as quetzals, toucans,
parrots, parakeets, pheasants, wild turkeys, green macaws,
buzzards, hawks, owls, and giant eagles such as the harpy.
There are also several cold-blooded creatures, reptiles
included tens of different venomous vipers such as the fer-delance, rattle snake, and coral/false coral snake. You can also find
rat snakes, frogs, toads, turtle. There are also several lizards
including the curious woodpeckers or thrushes, and the famous
11
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iguanas, both green and black, as well as geckos.
The rivers and streams boast a wide array of fish ranging
from catfish, bass, perch, eels, bobo mullet, minnows. They are
accompanied by breath-taking storks and ducks.
Finally, there are millions of diverse species of insects
including mosquitos, midges, spiders, beetles, butterflies, crickets,
worms, cicadas, worms, wasps, and bees.
This long list of plants and animals is part of a life chain,
whose equilibrium is dependent on the balance between all living
beings, including humans. Despite its importance, many of these
species are at risk of extinction due to habitat loss driven by
logging, forest fires, ranching, mining, and megaprojects.
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THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
THAT INHABIT AND
DEFEND THE ISTHMUS
The Isthmus of Tehuantepec is composed of many ancestral lands
inhabited by different indigenous peoples that resided here for
centuries before the violent Spanish colonization, and of course
long before these areas were known as Veracruz, Oaxaca, and
Chiapas.
The first great culture that occupied the entirety of the
Isthmus over 3000 years ago was the Olmeca culture from which
present day Mixe-zoque culture is derived. The Olmec culture is
often called the “Mother Culture” of Mesoamerica. Its influence
extended from Ixapa To Motealbán, Oaxaca.
Today there are at least 7 ancestral peoples that live in and
with the Isthmus. In the Veracruz Isthmus there are the Nahuatl
and the Zoque Popolucas (Tannundajïïyi). In the Oaxacan Isthmus
there are the Chimalapas Zoques (Angpøn), the Mixes (Ayuuk), the
Zapotecs (Binizáa), the Huaves (Ikoots), and the Chontales
(Slijuala xanuc’).
Apart from ancestral dwellers, the Isthmus is also home to
numerous communities from other indigenous peoples from
Oaxaca and Chiapas that were displaced. These communities
include Chinantecas (Tsa ju jmí) who were displaced by the
construction of the Cerro de Oro Dam and currently live in
Uxpanapa Veracruz and in the Northern Chimalapas in Oaxaca.
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It also includes the Mixteca communities (Ñuu dau) who were
displaced due to erosion and violence and the Tsotsile (bats’I k’op)
communities who were relocated by the federal and Chiapas state
government, and now live in the eastern zone of the Chimalapas
communal lands.
Finally, there is the Afro-descendant communities on the
easternmost coast of the Oaxacan isthmus and along the
Coatzacoalcos coast in Veracruz. These communities have lived in
these coast locations and were relocate during Spanish colonial
times as slaves for sugar cane plantations.
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“COMUNALIDAD”

The traditional lifestyles and practices shared by communities of
indigenous peoples in Oaxaca is known as “la comunalidad” or
“communalism“. Is based in the search for common good and the
primacy of collective rights –those that benefit the entire
community- over individual rights. In a system of “comunalidad”,
the land is the base of identity. As such, taking care of mother
nature, and the ancestral treasure it represents, is an indispensable
foundation of communal life. People work with the lands as
stewards rather than owners, caring for it in order to allow the next
generation to enjoy and protect the environmental and communal
well-being of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.
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FOOD SOVEREIGNTY AS
THE BASIS OF AUTONOMY
Milpa cultivation systems are an ancestral method of cultivating
food that has sustained indigenous Mexican communities for
centuries. Milpa typically means corn, but is derived from the
Nahuatl word mil-pa, meaning “cultivated field” and describes an
ancient holistic cultivation system based on methods such as
intercropping. Many communities in the Isthmus grow native corn,
beans, and squash as the basis of their milpa systems. Milpa
systems only require basic tools and inputs such as plows and
organic fertilizer. They also plant aromatic and fruit trees along the
edges and allows wild plants to flower between the furrows. In
addition to milpa, food is traditionally sourced from fruits, plants,
mushrooms, honey, fish, and animals in communal lands
(fragmented forests and mountainous zones). In addition to these
traditional methods, there has been the gradual adoption and
adaptation of agroecological methods and of fruits and flowers from
other regions in Mexico and Mesoamerica. In addition to these
methods, family gardens and keeping small livestock in patios have
become a part of communities’ bio-cultural memory. This rich
variety of methods makes this region
incredibly important for local and regional
agricultural production. Afterall these
methods are guided by the sage advice of
elders that: “One is not richer because
they have more, but rather because they
need less”.
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SOLIDARITY ECONOMY: A
COMPLEMENTARY ALTERNATIVE
Community practices have proven to be more efficient than the
capitalist economy with regards to respecting caring for the
environment, social fabric, local cultures, and communal wellbeing.
Communal practices are based on profound relationships of
reciprocity that include people and the environment they inhabit.
These reciprocal relationships comprise a virtuous circle: givereceive-return. In this way, being part of community means weaving
interdependent relationships where favors, such as sharing and
collaborating between families within the community, are the
lifeforce of collective life. These are the principles of the ancestral
practices which have prevailed and multiplied due to their
efficiency, as seen by the prevalence of “tequio” and “mano vuelta”
or “trueque”. Beyond reciprocal labor, we see the persistence of
ancestral practices through shared family gardens (traspatio),
which can be understood as economic practices that truly nourish
life. On the other hand, the
practices that are studied in
universities, practices premised on
social
and
environmental
speculation,
exploitation
and
diffused
through
mass
communication
media,
and
practiced in cities are not
economic,
but
consumerist
destruction
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The Isthmus is a region rich in practices premised on
economic solidarity, but it is at risk of unconsciously falling prey to
the imposition of urban lifestyle and allow the entry of businesses
with a history of poor servile salaries. There is a lot of evidence
showing that moving away from dependance on international
markets and on money and moving towards food sovereignty and
autonomous collective management of communal resources
protects the life of the land and those who inhabit it. The key
strategy is to preserve the land, produce locally to meet inhabitants
needs, and strengthen regional exchanges uses communal
currencies.
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HISTORY OF LOOTING AND
EXPLOTATION
Given its abundance of resources and geostrategic location, the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec has historically been desired by many
empires. The first empire to arrive and exploit the Isthmus f
Tehuantepec was the Meshica (Aztec) Empire at the end of the
15th century. Their upper class aimed to take control of Tabasco (a
Zoque area) and Soconusco (a Mayan area), home of many
animals with decorative plumage or hides, suitable for sacred
ceremonies or elite wardrobes, and cacao, which was used as a
currency. The Meshica empire is responsible for opening up the
interoceanic communication channels. Since the Spanish
conquest, the list of imperial actions aimed at gaining control the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec include:
•

•

•

Hernán Cortés’ army claiming the territory in the name of New
Spain during his journey to Honduras to found Spanish towns
such as Guazacualco and Teguan-tepec .
The Gasden-La Mesilla Treaty signed by the dictator, Santa
Ana, with American president Pierce in 1853, through which
the
Isthmus was handed over to the U.S.A. The treaty was
repealed by President Lázaro Cárdenas in 1937.
The McLane-Ocamplo Treaty (1859) signed by Benito
Juárez, which gave the Isthmus to the U.S.A., but never
materialzed due to opposition from the Amerian Senate.
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•

•

•

•

•
•

•

The 1907 construction and operation of the Trans-isthmus
railway from Catzacoalcos Veracruz to Salina Cruz in Oaxaca,
which was used extensively until the inaguration of the
Panama Canal. The railway was condede by Porfirio Díaz to
Pearson and Sons, an English corporation.
Competition between the British, American, and French
empires to build an interoceanic canal in the Mexican and
Central American Isthmus, which culminated in the U.S.
supported creation of Panamá and construction of the Panamá
Canal in 1914
The construction of the Trans-isthmus highway (1946-1958)
during the Ávila Camacho, Miguel Alemán, and Adolfo López
Mateos presidencies.
The 1958 inauguration of the Trans-isthmus highway between
Coatzacoalcos and Salina Cruz during the Adolfo López
Mateos presidency.
In 1960 PEMEX presented the first proposal for an
Interoceanic canal in México
Between 1978 and 1982, President López Portillo tried to
implement the Alpha Omega Plan which was the direct
antecedent of:
The Plan for the Holistic Development of the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec, proposed. By President Ernesto Zedillo in 1996,
which included a proposal for a interoceanic land corridor to
rival the Panama Canal and focused on establishing a modern
interoceanic cargo train. This proposal was met by fierce social
opposition.
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•

•

•

•

During the Fox Presidency (2002-2006) the administration
presented the Plan Puebla Panama (PPP), inspired by the
Isthmus corridor megaproject, but with the intention of
extending it from Puebla to Panama.
In 2007 President Felipe Calderón modifies the PPP to
become the Mesoamérica Plan, discarding the idea of an
interoceanic canal.
Between 2016 and 2018 President Peña Nieto proposed the
creation of a Special Economic Zone in the Isthmus (ZEE)
from Salina Cruz to Coatzacoalcos.
The current president, López Obrador, has based key parts of
his campaign and National Project on Zedillo’s Plan for the
Holistic Development of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.
The proposed Isthmus Megaproject was reiterated in AMLO’s
presidential campaigns in 2012 and 2018. Now, as president
he plans to carry out this proposal at whatever the cost.
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All of these projects have been part of a history of trans-nationalist
capitalist ambitions to take control of the geostrategically significant
region of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. These projects propose to
displace indigenous inhabitants from their lands to commercialize
and privatize the invaluable natural goods within those communities
(water, land, oxygen production, thermoregulation, flora and fauna,
medicinal plants, native seeds, indigenous knowledge, and many
others)
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THE DEVELOPMENT
MODEL & THE POLITICAL
AND ECOLOGICAL
PROBLEM
Different neoliberal capitalist
empires are constantly
competing for global economic
and political control. The Plan for
the Holistic Development of the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec
operates to allow these empires
to take ownership of the Isthmus
region. They seek to plunder the
region’s invaluable natural
riches and use the zone to grow
their commercial reach by
building an interoceanic railway
that transports goods in less
than a day.
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SOCIAL AND ECOLOGICAL
CATASTROPHES
The limitless ambition of powerful businessmen and politicians
works against the autonomy of indigenous and rural communities
under the false premise of “development” and “well-being”. They
promise thousands of jobs (without mentioning that these jobs are
temporary and subservient), in areas such as construction,
seasonal picking, housework, waitressing, and prostitution. .
The current government continues to promote and
subsidize (like the former PRI administrations of Salinas de Gortari,
Zedillo and Peña Nieto and like the PAN administrations of Fox and
Calderón)
the participation and intervention of transnational
businesses and supposedly Mexican businessmen such as Carlos
Slim (owner of Telmex, Telcel, Internet Infinitum, and other
construction and mining businesses) Salinas Pliego (owner of TV
Azteca, Elektra, Coppel y Banco Azteca) or Jorge Larrea (owner of
large mining businesses in Northern Mexico). The government’s
endorsement of these businesses aggravate the rupture of the
social fabric by predating on and privatizing nature and local
economies and cultures.
This polarizing neoliberal socioeconomic model threatents
to further marginalize indigenous and rural communities in the
isthmus. Indeed, technological and agro-industrial models of
development have prompted many socioecological catastrophes in
the region such as:
24
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• The industrial zone of the Minatitlán-Coatzacoalcos corridor,
now considered one of the areas with the worst air, soil, and
water pollution in all the country.
• The aforementioned prompted the death of the entire Río
Coatzacoalcos watershed as well as asphalt and oil pollution of
thousands of hectares previously used for milpa, fragmented
forests, and grazingland, all of which are currently barren due to
contamination.
• With regards to the city and port of Salina Cruz, Oaxaca and
adjacent areas, the binizaá (zapotecas), ikoots (huaves) and
chontales, along with its wetlands, its jungles, and the
communities’ cultures, cosmovisions, lifestyles and cultivation
strategies (milpas and gardens).
• Almost half of million hectars of jungles in Tuxtlas-Acayucan-Las
Choapas, Veracruz, have been completely razed and converted to
grazing land for cattle ranching, rubber plantatinos, eucaliptus,
melina, and african palm, In the former Uxpanapa jungle, the World
Bank funded the razing and machine driven destruction of almost
110 hectares of highland jungle under the pretext of “providing
cultivation-ready land” to thousantds of chinateca families displaced
by the construction of the Cerro de Oro Dam. The agricultural
methods planned for these deforested swathes included the use of
tractors, and other machinery unsuitable for the sociocultural and
environmental context.
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• Starting in 200, but especially in 2007 (under Felipe Calderón)
the use of false promises of employment and social work to
cheat communities into agreeing to long-term leasing contracts
which allowed multinational businesses (Ibedrola, ENDESA,
Unión FENOSA, GAMESA, PRENEAL-Mareña Renovable,
Renovalia Energy, FEMSA- CocaCola, Bimbo, Oxxo, among
others.) to expand their reach across the southern Oaxacan
Isthmus(Juchitán, La Ventosa, Unión Hidalgo, La Venta). This
narrative also prompted the implementation of“Aeolic Parks”, the
privatization air to create energy, at the expense of lowland
jungles, wetlands, lagoons, and swamps. The establishment of
these wind turbines contaminated soils, streams, and aquifers,
and gravely disrupted avian migratory paths. Moreover, it
disrupted the social comunal fabric and fostered corruption
amongst muncipal, ejido, and community authorities. Finally, the
aeolic parks have affected the emotional wellbeing of
neighboring local communities due evergrowing turbines aimed
at capturing winds that trend around 100kms/hour, sometimes
reaching 200/230 km/hour.
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THE RESISTANCE
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There are 98 municipalities currently being affected by the
Transithmic Corridor and Train, 46 in Oaxaca, 33 in Veracruz, 14 in
Chiapas and 5 in Tabasco. The 12 indigenous peoples and the
afro-descendant communities, owners of the majority of the
territories in these 98 municipalities have organized resistance
movements and built social organizations to defend their territory
and natural resources. Among these organizations there are:
• The movement of zoque popolucas and nahuas in Southern
Veracruz, which opposed the construction of Lagina del Ostion
as an industrial port between 1987 and 1984.
• The Coalition of Rural Student Workers of the Isthmus (COCEI),
founded in the late seventies in Juchitán, Oax., to defend their
lansd and Zapotec culture.
• The Union of Indigenous Communities from the Northern Zone
of the Isthmus (UCIZONI), a mixe-zapotec organization with the
aim of protecting indigenous rights.
• The Indigenous Counsel of Uxpanapa (CIUX) in Veracruz,
composed of chinanteco peoples who were forcibly displaced by
the construction of the Cerro de Oro Dam.
• The rural and indigenous ejidos from the Sierra de Santa
Martha, Veracruz, who led an intense resistance against the
establishment of eucalyptus plantations. They organized an
ecological conservation and community development project
instead.
• Indigenous communities from the low and high Sierra Mixe,who
have a strong tradition of fighting to defend their land and
cultures, often with the organization for Services of the Pueblo
Mixe (SerMixe).
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• The indigenous communities and municipalites in Santa María
and San Miguel Chimalapa, who have extensive experience
fighting for their territorry and natural resources, using peaceful
mobilization and alliance-building strategies to block
development projects such as a highway, an industrial forest
complex, a hydrological complex, and a proposed biosphere on
their ancestal land (the most biodiverse and most wellconserved in Mexico)
• The Zapatista National Liberation Army (EZLN). Its worth
highlighting the “El Istmo no se Vende” (The Isthmus isn’t for
Sale) Forum (Oax. 5 de febrero, 2006) in the Mixe Boca del
Monte, community. It was assisted by Ayuukjä'äy
peoples(peoples of the flowered toungues, mixe), Binni gulaza
(fathers of the race, zapoteco), Ñuusavi (peoples of the rain,
mixteco), Tsa ju jmí (people of the ancient word, chinanteco),
Ikoots (ourselves, huave), Angpon (those who speak the
language, zoque chimalapa) and the Homshuk (childre of the
corn god, zoque popoluca). It was one of the most
collaboratively attended public acts involved in the “Other
Campaign”. In this forum, Subcomandante Marcos denounced
the Transisthmic project as a “new border for gringos” and a way
of creating servitude in the region. He warned that the isthmus
would be filled with factories, brothels, maquiladoras (factories in
free trade zones) and affluent tourist zones. All of these would
rob indigenous peoples of their lands and would deprive nature
of its invaluable riches.
• The Assembly of Indigenous Peoples of the Isthmus Defending
Territory and Land (APIIDTT) was founded in 2008. It was
founded within the context of indigenous and rural communities
29

fight, particularly the Binizaá (zapotec) and Ikoots (huaves),
against the establishment of Aeloic parks that would be owned
by multinational companies and operated on indigenous lands in
Juchitán, la Ventosa, Unión Hidalgo, San Mateo del Mar and
San Dionisio del Mar, among others. Today APIIDTT is
composed of tens of communities, indigenous collectives, and
local resistance movements against aeloic parks and in defense
of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.
• The official forming of the Sierra de Santa Marta del Sur de
Veracruz, composed of Nahuas and Zoque popolucas
communities and collectives and focused on resistance in
southern Veracruz. They have active youth and womens
participation on programs such as a Center for Human Rights,
an autonomous community radio, and a nutrition and community
health program.
•

The National Indigenous Congress (CNI), that in the National and
International Assembly of the CNI, the Indigenous Government
Council

Asamblea Nacional e Internacional del CNI, Concejo

Indígena de Gobierno (CIG), and networks of resistance and
rebllion, as well as organizations and collectives (Juchitán, Oax. 6,
7 y 8 de septiembre del 2019) denounced “…the voracity of those
who feel in control of our territories, those who manage big capital,
using the municipal and state governments to facilitate this, those
who fake community consultations and enter our communities ,
often by tricking community authorities, to try and impose the
privatization of earth and water, and who offer us a false idea of
“development”, that in acctuality brings about the destruction of our
assemblies,

of

our

community
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organizing,

and

of

our

resistance”…”They come with the false premise of wanting to
eradicate poverty in Southern Mexico. Meanwhile the López
Obrador government is in negotations with corporate mafias,
organized crime, and political parties of all colors. They retake
Porfirio Diaz’s old dream, and the plans of all the past neoliberal
governments from Salinas to Gortari, offering up national territory
to global capital..”, ”…(with) a monstrous conglomeration of
projects that will degradete environment and social landscape with
mining,

hydrelectrics,

agroindustry,

industrial

corridors,

gaseoducts, oleoducts, fracking, aereoeolic parks, large-scale solar
panels. All of which form part of the infrastracture that will be
imposed to loot natural goods (petrol, minerals, forests, jungles,
wind,

rivers,

lakes,

and

oceans)

and

will

promote

the

overexploitation of manual laborers from Mexico and Latin
America. All to relinguish our territories to big transnational capital,
thus destroying biodiversity and exacerbating global climate
change”1

1

https://www.congresonacionalindigena.org/2019/09/09/declaratoriafinal-de-la-asamblea-nacional-e-internacional-del-congresonacional-indigena-concejo-indigena-de-gobierno-redes-deresistencia-y-rebeldia-organizaciones-y-colectivs-el-istmo/
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MULTIMILLIONAIRE
TRANSNATIONAL PROFITS
AND FAKE
CONSULTATIONS
Multinational Corporations investment in “developing” the Isthmus
of de Tehuantepec are really making investments that will benefit
powerful transnational foreign companies, and affluent
governments, such as the U.S.A., Germany, the U.K., China,
Japan, and South Korea.
This monstrous megaproject and its multinational investors
have been looking into locations for “detonating” projects since
1996.
In Veracruz Coatzacoalcos, Minatitlán, Cosoleacaque,
Acayucan and Agua Dulce, were considered for the establishment
of industrial parks. In Oaxaca, Juchitán, Salina Cruz, Tehuantepec,
Matías Romero and Ixtepec were considered. And in Chiapas
corporations and government interests looked into Arriaga,
Cintalapa y Tonalá.
President López Obrador proposed several projects that
would run parallel to the high-speed cargo train, include free trade
zones (with lowered or subsidied service taxes on water, electricity,
etc.) aimed at attracting corporate investment in the Isthmus. Other
proposals include:
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• Deep-sea dedging in Coatzacoalcos and Salina Cruz, which
would include the expansion of seawalls, breakwaters, which
irreversibly dammage marine ecosystems in both oceans, but
especially in the Gulf of Tehuantepec. It would also contaminate
the lagoons along the Superior and Inferior coast, and the
territory and habitat of the Ikoots fishing people (Huave).
• Modernization and automatization of loading and unloading
systems for petrol ocean tankers and merchant vessels, which
would be accomplished through massive cranes and freight
container systems.
• A highway running parallel to the industrual corridor of
maquiladoras, car factories, commercial agriculture (soy and
sorghum) and commercial logging (rubber, eucalyptus,
beechwood).
• More mining concessions.
• More eolic energy parks and electricity plants.
• Increased petrol extraction (drawing from existing deposits
using both conventional methods and fracking)
• Establishing new gas and oil pipelines, between refineries in
Minatitlán, Veracruz, Salina Cruz, Oaxaca and Dos Bocas,
Tabasco.
• A system of trailer of cargo containers, for the transport of
merchandise, goods, and natural products between the two
ports.
All of this is obscured in official information given to indigenous and
black communities and to Mexican people more broadly. Instead
the government carries out false regional “consultation” processes
without giving prior information that is extensive and verifiable,
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and without giving experts and dissident organizations a voice.
Moreover, the consultations don’t respect established customs of
indigenous communities and instead trick them into attending
consultation meetings by advertising them as information sessions
about “Support Programs”.
This has been the nature of the “Consultations”, which were
publically questioned by Jan Jarab, who was, until recently, the
Mexican delegate to the UN High Commissioners’ Office for Human
Rights (ONU-DH). In writing he questioned the legality and
legitimacy of the consultation processes as follows:
“…México has a novel opportunity to reflect on whether it wants to
proceed with these policies. If it wants the people who work its lands to
continue becoming hotel cleaning staff, serving the rich. If they will
perpetuate a model of development that brings with it drug use and
violence, as has been seen in Acapulco or Cancún, or if they will support
communities as they choose their own development model, as the
Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous People’s says …"
“…Lets Reflect: Is it really an indigenous consultation if it’s not
prior, voluntary, or informed, as is requited by international
standards?¿What is the point of a consultation that divides indigenous
communities into two caps: good indigenous communities that accept small- benefits and problematic ones that continue defending their lands
and forests, confronting criminalization and confronting political and
economic power? And what’s the point of a consultation if it doesn’t
2
respect the right to consent?..”

2 Jan Jarab, “Qué futuro hay para los pueblos indígenas? –
La Jornada, noviembre 24, 2019
https://www.jornada.com.mx/2019/11/21/opinion/022a1pol
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A BORDER WITHOUT
WALLS
Few people are aware that merely 11 days after being declared
president (July 12 2018), López Obrador corresponded with the
American President (Donald Trump), and on pages 3 and 4 of his
letter offered the Isthmus of Tehuantepec and all of it’s riches up to
foreign investment, not to mention a high-speed cargo train and the
modernization of the ports between Salina Cruz and
Coatzacoalcos.
This offering of land, nature, and even national sovereignty
went hand in hand with Trump’s plan and with ultraconservative
and multinational plans, to build a wall along the 3,000 kms of
border (from Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas to Tijuana, Baja California)
to prevent undocumented families from Central America, the
Caribbean and Southeastern México from migrating into the U.S.A.
In this way, the Isthmus of Tehuantepec Megaproject, and
it’s transnationally funded interoceanic cargo train and corridor of
industrial parks, functions as a “border without walls”. The
militarization of the region serves the interests of investors and rich
governments by providing “social peace and political control” along
the nearly 350kms that make up the Isthmus.

3
https://lopezobrador.org.mx/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Cartafirmada.pdf "
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The Isthmus of Tehuantepec is home to over 25 thousand
members of the National Guard, making it an impenetrable barrier
for undocumented migrants fleeing injustice in their countries in
search of “the american dream”. It is projected that the presence of
security personnel will multiply in the next few years due to ongoing
sociopolitcal and climatic catastrophes across Latin America and
the Caribbean.
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A DECLARATION AGAINST
THE ATTACK ON LIFE

•

The Transisthmic Corridor and
Train is an attack on life.
Because of that,
We declare, that:
This paquet of megaprojects will not benefit indigenous,
black, or mexican communities or the country more
broadly
•

•
•

By allowing it, transnational businesses and rich
governments backed by military might would gain
control of the entire territory of the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec
It Would not incentivize local or regional selfsufficiency

It would not favor the autonomy or self-determination
of peoples and comunities.
• It would not encourage diversified agro-ecological
production or the restoration of soils and forests
• Would not encourage food
sovereignty
• It would not transport passengers or local products.
• It would not fortify the social fabric or the security of
our families.
• It would destroy our culture and social communal fabric.
• It would severely contaminate our soils, rivers, springs,
oceans and air.

•

•

It would aggravate climate change across the region,
making it impossible to sustain traditional milpa systems
due to droughts, floods, and other ecological problems.

It would promote alcoholism, drug additcion, prostitution,
femicide, and violence in our families.
• It would promote confrontations with our sisters and
brothers who are exploited, undocumented
immigrants.
In short, it’s about not giving away our territories, not allowing the
destruction of mother nature or of our cultures, not allowing the
dissolution of our families, not allowing the handover of our national
sovereignty and our very form of life in the name of enrichment
international capitalism

A FREE ISTHMUS
Imagine a world where predominant productive and economic
systems, currently premised on stylized ideas of “development”
and “modernity”, are no longer imposed on a global scale and are
no longer driving towards a 6th extincition, or massive destruction
of living beings.
¿What future do you want for the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec?
Write it here:
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Draw it:

LETS FIGHTS FOR A
DIGNIFIED FUTURE FOR
THE ISTHMUS OF
TEHUANTEPEC

El Ecomún es un vale que se puede utilizar para comprar a
prosumidores-as de redes de multitrueques, mercados solidarios y
pequeños productores-as. El objetivo de este vale es fortalecer una
mesoeconomía solidaria, y por tanto no capitalista, basada en el
cuidado de las personas y el equilibrio con los ecosistemas, que
además surge por la experiencia de 25 años promocionando monedas
comunitarias.
El Ecomún se emite transformando dinero tóxico (producto de
un sistema financiero que ha operado a través de la especulación, la
usura y la guerra, provocando desastres ecológicos y profundas
desigualdades) por vales Ecomún. Estos vales son ofrendados a
personas que cuidan y defienden los ecosistemas o crean alternativas
de vida, a quienes llamamos Militantes Ecosistémicos-as. Lo-as
Militantes Ecosistémicos-as compran con los vales Ecomún en las
redes de economía solidaria. A su vez los-as Prosumidores-as, que
son productores- as y al mismo tiempo consumidores-as de sus
propias redes, usan los vales Ecomún para intercambiar entre ellos
sus productos o servicios.
De esta manera creamos un doble efecto positivo: fortalecemos
la economía entre Prosumidores-as (mientras haya más intercambios
que satisfagan necesidades, más riqueza se genera) y apoyamos a
los-as Militantes Ecosistemicos-as que han dedicado su vida a
defender un territorio o promover el buen vivir.
El vale Ecomún tiene una reserva de dinero, es decir, cada vale
emitido tiene en reserva un peso que sacamos de circulación. Esta
reserva es creada a partir de las donaciones de Conversores,-as;
personas que se comprometen a crear esta economía ecosistémica y
ofrecen mensualmente un aporte en dinero.
Si quieres ser parte de esta iniciativa participa como:
• Conversor-a, haciendo una donación.
• Prosumidor-a, aceptando ecomunes por
tus productos.
• Consumidor-a solidario-a, comprando en la red
de prosumidores-as.
• Promotor-a estudiando y promoviendo este tipo
de economía.
Contáctanos
compartir.conjuntar@vida-digna.org.mx
http://vida-digna.org.mx/compartir/

